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Discover a new way of  riding

www.coastsaddles.com



A HAPPIER HORSE
Coast Performance Saddles 

will help your horse be happier, 
perform better and last longer

DESIGN
Every saddle is designed and 

handmade here in the UK  
Our specially sculpted seat 
provides all the support you 
need to maintain a correct 

riding position

ERGONOMIC
Our unique and ergonomic 

design is based on 
biomechanical science helping 

you become a better rider

 “My horse has never gone so 
well, she is softer, lighter and 
really able to move”
Hayley & Lexi

Discover  
a new way  
of  riding

COAST PERFORMANCE SADDLES THE RANGE

ASTERION |  COB DRESSAGE

ANDROMEDA |  DRESSAGE

CARINA |  GP

ORION |  GPJ

ARIES |  JUMPwww.coastsaddles.co.uk

Buying a saddle is an investment,  
so choosing the right one is  
essential, not only for you,  
but also for your horse.

Our understanding of  the complex 
biomechanical process of  horse 
riding enables us to design, make  
and supply saddles which allows  
you to be in tune with your horse. 

Discover what makes our saddles 
special and unlock your horses  
true potential.
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Rider negatively  
affecting the horse.

Correct the riding  
style and position…

…and allow the horse to find 
his natural balance.

Coast Performance Saddles understand the 
complex horse, rider, saddle relationship and 
how small changes in fit and rider position can 
affect the horse. 

As part of a whole horse approach, our 
saddles can help you achieve your goals, 
unlock your horses true potential and help  
to keep your horse stronger and sounder  
for longer.

ERGONOMICS BALANCE

As soon as you ‘the rider’ sit on your horse, you  
cannot help but influence him. The question is; are you 

influencing your horse in a positive or negative way?

Coast Performance Saddles are uniquely  
designed to be as horse-friendly as possible

Advancements in equine science and our 
understanding of the complex biomechanical 
process of horse riding has enabled us at  
Coast Performance Saddles to create a 
communication channel between horse  
and rider in the most ergonomically  
correct way possible. 

CLEARING NEGATIVE REFLEX POINTS 
Wither clearance has always been a key aspect  
of  saddle fit however science has revealed that 
clearance around and to the sides of  the withers  
is just as important. 

There are crucial ‘pain points’ or ‘negative reflex 
points’ which extend approximately 10cm down 
from the top of  the withers and pressure on this 
area will cause the horse to hollow their back.  
Coast Performance Saddles have engineered  
a cutting edge panel to ensure this area is free  
from pressure while still maintaining stability. 

SHORT PANELS 
All saddles are available with a compact panel 
ensuring the riders weight is carried on the strongest 
part of  the horses back and that the delicate lumbar 
region or ‘bucking button’ is free from pressure  
and unrestricted.

SHOULDER RELIEF 
Not only does our leading edge panel design offer 
maximum spine, wither and trapezius clearance,  
it also incorporates an innovative shoulder relief  
feature ensuring maximum shoulder rotation, 
forearm extension and correct muscle development 
under saddle.

MULTIPLE GIRTHING ARRANGEMENTS 
Our GP, GPJ, and Jump saddles come with  
up to 4 separate girth straps to ensure optimum  
fit and stability while your horse is in motion.

Our dressage saddles while maintaining a sleek  
two girth strap appearance, incorporate a clever, 
swinging Y girthing and point system which 
provides maximum stability while maintaining  
a traditional and streamlined appearance.

LARGE WEIGHT BEARING SURFACE
All of  our saddles have a large weight bearing 
surface for maximum pressure distribution. More 
contact area equals less pressure per square inch.

CPS RIDER  
POSITIONING SYSTEM 
Your Coast Performance Saddle 
will sit you further forward, in line 
with your horses centre of  gravity 
enabling you to be truly ‘with’ your 
horse. This position will soften your 
seat, prevent slamming down on  
the horses back and help you to 
avoid falling in-front or behind  
the movement.

SUPER SOFT SEAT 
The super soft, English leather 
seat is extra soft to ensure 
maximum rider comfort.

Our specially sculpted seat  
will give you all the support  
you need to maintain a correct 
riding position.

LONG THIGH LENGTH 
Our ‘Long Thigh Length’ version 
comes with adjustable stirrup bars 
enabling you to fine tune your 
position. Perfect for riders who’s  
hip to thigh measurement is more 
than 5cm longer than their knee  
to ankle measurement or those who 
struggle to get out of  a ‘chair seat’ 
position with their heel in front of  
their hips.

Your Coast Performance Saddle will position you in a truly 
balanced ‘Pilates’ stance enabling you to develop an 

independent seat and be in full control of  your weight.



Many saddles on the market  
sit the rider too far back in  
what we call ‘the sink hole’. 

Coast Performance Saddles  
will sit you further forward,  
in line with your horses centre  
of  gravity enabling you to be  
truly ‘with’ your horse.
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ASTERION |  COB DRESSAGE

The Asterion Dressage for Cobs and Native Breeds

Discover a new way of  riding with this beautifully 
crafted dressage saddle specifically made with cob  
and native horses in mind.

The CPS Asterion will sit you further forward,  
in line with your horses centre of  gravity enabling 
you to be truly ‘with’ your horse. This position will 
soften your seat, prevent slamming down on the 
horses back and help you to avoid falling in-front  
or behind the movement.

With all the features you would expect from a  
Coast Performance Saddle but with a flatter, wider 
tree with an open/hoop head yet narrow twist for 
rider comfort the Asterion will elevate your riding  
to the next level.

SPECIFICATION

Size: Available in sizes 14–18"  
(including half  sizes)

Colour: 
With your choice of  cantle and welting colour  
(Please note the image featured shows a nubuck seat) 

Panel: Standard Panel  
Compact Panel (for short backed horses)

Tree type: Cob and Native 

Cantle: Round/Square

Comes with the ‘Coast Performance Panel’, unique 
CPS rider positioning system and shoulder relief  as 
standard as well as Y girthing and point strap.

WELTING

Add subtle style with a selection 
of  welting colours

CANTLE

Customise your saddle with a 
show stopping cantle

OUR SADDLE RANGE

SEAT & KNEE

Nubuck not only looks great it 
also adds extra grip and security 

for the rider

All saddles in the Coast Performance range have  
the following features as optional extras

Asterion will elevate your  
riding to the next level.
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ORION |  GPJ

The perfect blend between General Purpose and 
Jumps saddle the Orion GPJ has been specifically 
designed for those who enjoy flatwork and jumping. 
It also offers huge benefits for the taller rider on a 
shorter backed horse.

The forward cut flap allows room for the riders leg 
while the shoulder relief  panel prevents the horses 
shoulder from being restricted. 

Comes with the ‘Coast Performance Panel’,  
unique CPS rider positioning system and shoulder 
relief  as standard as well as 4 girth straps for 
maximum stability.

SPECIFICATION

Size: Available in sizes 14–19"  
(including half  sizes) 

Colour: 
Panel: Standard Panel  
Compact Panel (for short backed horses) 

Tree Type: Standard, High Wither or Native

Cantle: Square

CARINA |  GP

The Coast Performance General Purpose saddle  
is fantastic value for money. With the integrated 
performance panel, shoulder relief  and unique  
CPS rider positioning system, this is a GP saddle 
like no other. 

SPECIFICATION

Size: Available in sizes 14–19"  
(including half  sizes) 

Colour:
Panel: Standard Panel  
Compact Panel (for short backed horses)

Tree Type: Standard, High Wither or Native

Cantle: Round or Square 

All GP saddles come with 4 girth straps  
as standard. 

ARIES |  JUMP

Unlike many jump saddles the CPS Aries is not  
only incredibly comfortable for the rider but also 
ensure optimum comfort and freedom for your 
horse. Designed specifically for the higher withered 
horse the Aries ensures generous wither and spinal 
clearance giving your horse has room to move and 
develop under saddle while maintaining stability 
and that close contact feel you love.  

Our engineered panel and shoulder relief  give  
your horse maximum freedom and allow full 
extension of  the forearm and shoulder rotation. 

SPECIFICATION

Size: Available in sizes 14–19"  
(including half  sizes)  

Colour: 
Panel: Standard Panel  
Compact Panel (for short backed horses) 

Tree Style: Standard Fit or High Wither 

Cantle: Round or Square 

ANDROMEDA |  DRESSAGE

The CPS Andromeda will bring another dimension 
to your flatwork. Not only is the Andromeda 
beautifully designed with a high cantle, deep seat 
and large external knee block it also incorporates 
the unique CPS rider positioning system which will 
sit the rider further forward and in balance with the 
horse without being trapped or restricted. 

SPECIFICATION

Size: Available in sizes 14–19"  
(including half  sizes) 

Colour: 
With your choice of  cantle and welting colour 
(Please note the image featured shows gold welting) 

Panel: Standard Panel  
Compact Panel (for short backed horses)

Tree Style: Standard Fit or High Wither 

Cantle: Round

Comes with the ‘Coast Performance Panel’ and 
shoulder relief  as standard as well as Y girthing  
and point strap. The Orion will soften your seat, prevent 

slamming down on the horses back.

The Coast Performance General Purpose 
saddle is fantastic value for money.
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Contact us now for more information 
about our range of  saddles and discover  
a new way of  riding.

VISIT: www.coastsaddles.com
EMAIL: info@coastsaddles.com

FIND OUT MORE

BUY 
ONLINE

Your horse is your friend, your 
partner and your responsibility.  
It is important to keep your horse 
happy, healthy and strong for as 
long as possible.



Discover A New Way Of  Riding

Designed by www.typetwentyfive.co.uk

VISIT: www.coastsaddles.com
EMAIL: info@coastsaddles.com
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